High-purity magnetic CoNi submicrospherical chains, each of length 20 μm -30 μm and self-assembled from fcc-phase CoNi submicrospheres of average diameter 800 nm, are synthesized via a surfactant-assisted solvothermal route without the aid of nucleation agent. The effects of surfactant and reducing agent on the morphology and size of the CoNi chains are studied, and a possible growth mechanism for the CoNi chains is proposed. The CoNi chains show ferromagnetic characteristics with a similarly small saturation magnetization of 104.1 emu/g and a larger coercivity of 150 Oe at room temperature compared to the monodispersed CoNi submicrospheres of 105 emu/g and 34 Oe as a result of the increased shape anisotropy.
Introduction
Magnetic nanomaterials have received much attention in recent years because of their unique magnetic properties and high application potential for data storages, microelectronic devices, medical diagnosis, catalysis, etc. [1, 2] . In fact, the magnetic properties of magnetic nanomaterials depend greatly on their size and shape [3] . Most of the isolated magnetic nanoparticles with sizes below a critical value (e.g. diameter < 10 nm for CoNi particles) are superparamagnetic at room temperature and thus are inappropriate for many fields of applications [4] . In view of this, there is an increasing driving force pushing towards the synthesis of magnetic nanomaterials with various nanostructures in order to increase the shape anisotropy for possible ferromagnetism [5] [6] [7] .
Among various magnetic metals, CoNi is regarded as an important magnetic alloy due to its attractive magnetic and catalytic properties as well as improved mechanical properties compared to Co [8] . In the past decade, a variety of methods have been developed to synthesize micro-and nanosized CoNi particles such as sol-gel routes, electrodeposition, sonochemical synthesis, decomposition of organometallic precursors, polyol reduction and hydrothermal routes [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Recently, several CoNi assemblies have also been synthesized, including sea-urchin-like particles prepared using CoNi nanowires as building block by heterogeneous nucleation in liquid polyol [16] , chain-like CoNi assemblies synthesized by a surfactant-assisted hydrothermal route [17] and single-walled flux-closure CoNi magnetic nanorings synthesized using triethylene glycol as solvent in the presence of poly (vinylpyrrolidone) [18] . With the preliminary remarks on CoNi assemblies, continual research effort is required to explore other possible synthesis methods, interesting assemblies, the relationship between structure and properties, etc.
In this work, we present the synthesis and structure of highly anisotropic, highly pure CoNi submicrospherical chains self-assembled from fcc-phase CoNi submicrospheres via a surfactant-assisted solvothermal route without involving any nucleation agent. The influence of both surfactant and reducing agent on the morphology and size of the submicrospheres is discussed, together with a possible growth mechanism for the CoNi chains. The magnetic properties of the CoNi chains are also investi-gated by measuring their magnetic hysteresis loops as well as zero field-cooled and field-cooled magnetizations at various temperatures.
Experimental Details
In the proposed surfactant-assisted solvothermal route, cobalt (II) chloride hexahydrate (CoCl 2 ·6H 2 O) and nickel (II) chloride hexahydrate (NiCl 2 ·6H 2 O) were used as precursors, while poly (vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), hydrazine monohydrate (N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O) and ethylene glycol (EG) were employed as surfactant, reducing agent and base solution, respectively. These reagents were commercial acquired with analytical pure and without further purification. In a typical synthesis procedure, 0.5 mmol (0.12 g) of CoCl 2 ·6H 2 O, 0.5 mmol (0.12 g) of NiCl 2 ·6H 2 O and 2.1 mmol (0.5 g) of PVP were dissolved in 30 mL of EG, and the solution was stirred steadily for 30 min at room temperature. After adding 2 mL of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O, the solution was further stirred for 30 min. The stirred solution was transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave of volume 50 ml. The autoclave was subsequently sealed and maintained at 200˚C for 2 h before being cooled to room temperature naturally. The as-prepared product was filtered off, washed with distilled water and ethanol for several times, and dried in a vacuum oven at 60˚C for 4 h. Control experiments were carried out by adjusting the amounts of PVP (from 0 g to 1 g) and N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O (from 0 mL to 3 mL), while keeping other reaction parameters unchanged.
The phase and purity of all the as-prepared products were identified by a Rigaku D/max 2500pc X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation ( = 1.54156 Å) at a scan rate of 0.04˚/s. The morphology and size were characterized by a JEOL JSM-6335F field emission scanning electron microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer and operated at an emission voltage of 15 kV. The detailed morphology was investigated using a JEOL2010 transmission electron microscope with an emission voltage of 200 kV. The magnetic hysteresis loops were measured at both 5 K and 295 K (room temperature) using a MPMS-7 superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer for magnetic fields up to 20 kOe. The temperature dependence of zero field-cooled and field-cooled magnetizations was also measured using the SQUID magnetometer in the temperature range of 5 K -295 K. (220) planes, respectively. The appearance of these peaks in the XRD pattern indicates the existence of a face centered cubic (fcc) phase in the product. Apart from these peaks, the XRD pattern is essentially clean with no other detectable peaks, especially for those caused by impurities such as Co(OH) 2 or Ni(OH) 2 . This suggests that the reduction reaction in our solvothermal route is rather complete. Figure 2 plots a typical energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum of the product synthesized at 200˚C for 2 h. Four different types of elements are detected, including Co, Ni, Au and Si. The presence of Au element in the EDS spectrum originates from the sputtered thin Au layer on the product for the test purpose, while the occurrence of Si element results from the use of a silicon wafer to support the product. Excluding these two types of elements, the mean molar ratio of Co to Ni in the product at different selected locations is approximately 0.96 (49:51). This value not only agrees with the starting stoichiometric proportion, but also confirms, in conjunction with the XRD results in Figure 1 , the success synthesis of high-purity fcc-phase CoNi product.
Figure 3(a) shows a low-magnification field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image of the CoNi product synthesized at 200˚C for 2 h. It is clear that the product is essentially chain-like CoNi assemblies with high uniformity of 20 μm -30 μm in length. The chain-like assemblies can be classified as a type of hierarchical assemblies. Figure 3(b) displays the high-magnification FESEM image of the CoNi product. Each CoNi chain is assembled from CoNi submicrospheres with an average diameter of 800 nm. These submicrospheres serve as building block for the chains. Moreover, the surface of the CoNi submicrospheres is quite rough because they are composed of CoNi nanoparticles. Figure 3(c) illustrates the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the CoNi product. It is seen that the product is chain-like CoNi assemblies of CoNi submicrospheres of average diameter 800 nm. The observation is consistent with those observed by FESEM in Figures 3(a)-(b) . In addition, bright contrast is not found inside the submicrospheres, indicating that they are solid rather than hollow submicrospheres. The inset of Figure 3(c) shows the electron diffraction pattern of a CoNi submicrosphere, revealing its polycrystalline nature. It is noted that the CoNi submicrospherical chains are very stable even subjected to an ultrasonic treatment of 30 min. This reflects that the chain-like CoNi assemblies are actually integrated and not simply aggregations of nanoparticles. 
Effects of Surfactant and Reducing Agent on Morphology and Size
We found that the amounts of PVP surfactant and N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O reducing agent in the solution have the predominant effects on the morphology and size of the resulting CoNi products. In this section, we study the effects of PVP and N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O on the morphology and size of the CoNi products by keeping other reaction parameters unchanged. Figure 4 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of CoNi products prepared using four different amounts of PVP at an optimal amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O of 2 mL. In the absence of PVP, the CoNi submicrospherical chains self-assembled by CoNi submicrospheres as shown in Figure 3 cannot be formed, but monodispersed microspheres with an average diameter of 1.5 μm are obtained instead (Figure 4(a) ). When an increased amount of PVP of 0.3 g is used, the size of the microspheres is not uniform; it actually varies from 2 μm to 8 μm in diameter (Figure 4(b) ). When the amount of PVP is increased to 0.7 g, chain-like assembles self-assembled from uniform submicrospheres of average diameter 800 nm are obtained (Figure 4(c) ). When the amount of PVP is further increased to 1 g, chain-like assembles consisting of microspheres of average diameter 5 μm are formed (Figure 4(d) ). The results suggest that the morphology and size of the CoNi products can be controlled by the amount of PVP. The optimal PVP is found to be 0.5 g, and the resulting CoNi submicrospherical chains are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 5 shows SEM images of CoNi products prepared using three different amounts of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O at an (Figure 5(a) ). When the amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O is doubly increased to 1 mL, the average diameter of microspheres is half-reduced to 5 μm (Figure 5(b) ). A further increase the amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O to 2 mL leads to submicrospheres of average diameter 800 nm as reported in Figure 3 . A subsequent increase the amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O beyond 2 mL, e.g. 3 mL, cannot further decrease the size of the submicrospheres (Figure 5(c)) . Therefore, the size of spheres in the CoNi products can be controlled by adjusting the amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O. In general, the size of spheres decreases with an increase in the amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O up to 2 mL. The change in size of spheres is likely caused by the change in reaction rate. With increasing the amount of N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O, the reaction rate is accelerated so that more nuclei are formed in the initial nucleation process and lead to the formation of more spheres with smaller diameters [19] .
Possible Growth Mechanism
On the basis of the observed reaction phenomena and results, a possible growth mechanism for the formation of CoNi submicrospherical chains is addressed in this section. A similar mechanism for the growth of 1D magnetic cobalt chains has been presented in our early works [19, 20] . As shown in Figure 6 , three consecutive steps: namely: steps a, b, and c are possibly included in the growth mechanism. In step a, CoNi nanoparticles are reduced. 2+ so that the solution turns turbid. The whole complex process can be expressed by the following two equations [21, 22] : can react with excessive hydrazine and thus reduce to Co and Ni nuclei at high temperature (at the boiling point of EG of 197˚C) even though they are stable at room temperature. The Co and Ni nuclei then form CoNi alloy nuclei. This reducing process accompanies the change in the color of the solution; that is, the solution is pink turbid and colorless before and after the reaction, respectively. The reducing process can be described by the following three equations:
In this reducing process, High reaction temperature is critical to simultaneously reduce the Co 2+ and Ni 2+ ions. If the reducing process is carried out at a lower temperature, for example, at 160˚C, elemental Co is found in the final product in addition to CoNi alloy. Third, the CoNi nuclei grow into CoNi nanoparticles. In step b, the CoNi nanoparticles diffuse and aggregate into CoNi spheres through an Ostwald ripening process [23] and the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction [24] . In step c, the CoNi spheres attach together and form chain-like assembles at magnetic dipole-dipole interaction and with the assistance of PVP.
Magnetic Properties
The magnetic hysteresis (M-H) loops of the CoNi submicrospherical chains synthesized at 200˚C for 2 h are shown in Figure 7 for two different temperatures of 5 K and 295 K. The measurement was carried out with powder sample so that the CoNi submicrospherical chains were randomly oriented. It is clear that the M-H loops exhibit ferromagnetic characteristics with saturation magnetization (M s ) of 106.3 emu/g and 104.1 emu/g and coercivity (H c ) of 219 and 150 Oe at 5 K and 295 K, respectively. The M s value of the CoNi submicrospherical chains at 295 K (room temperature) is almost the same as that of monodispersed CoNi submicrospheres of 105 emu/g, while the H c value is higher than that of 34 Oe [25] . Compared with monodispersed CoNi submicrospheres, our CoNi submicrospherical chains have much larger length-to-diameter aspect ratios (i.e. 20 µm -30 µm : 800 nm). The increased aspect ratio gives rise to enhanced shape anisotropy, which may lead to an increased H c . However, H c of our CoNi submicrospherical chains is much lower than that of CoNi nanowires of 6000 Oe [26] . This may be ascribed to the smaller aspect ratios of our CoNi submicrospherical chains in comparison with the CoNi nanowires. Figure 8 plots the temperature (T) dependence of zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetizations (M) of the CoNi submicrospherical chains in the temperature range of 5 K -295 K. For the ZFC process, the sample was first cooled from 295 K to 5 K without applied magnetic fields, and M was measured from 5 K to 295 K under an applied magnetic field of 50 Oe. For the FC process, M was measured while the sample was cooled from 295 K to 5 K, i.e. in a cooling process. It is seen that the FC curve deviates from the ZFC curve, indicating an irreversible magnetic behavior. The increase in M with increasing T in the ZFC curve suggests a wide distribution of energy barrier in the CoNi submicrospherical chains which, in turn, may be due to the relatively wide distribution of particle size. No observable peak is found from the ZFC curve, indicating that the blocking temperature (T B ) is far above room temperature (295 K). The blocking temperature can be determined from the relation: KV = 25k B T B , where K is the effective anisotropy constant, V is the volume of particle, k B =8.61710 -5 eV/K is the Boltzmann constant, and the product KV is the anisotropy energy barrier. Therefore, a high T B implies a high KV, and the high KV mainly originates from the large shape anisotropy caused by aspect ratios in the CoNi submicrospherical chains.
Conclusions
We have synthesized highly anisotropic, highly pure magnetic CoNi submicrospherical chains by self-assembling fcc-phase CoNi submicrospheres via a surfactant-assisted solvothermal route under controlled amounts of PVP and N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O at 200˚C for 2 h without involving any nucleation agent. The influence of both surfactant and reducing agent on the morphology and size of the submicrospheres have been discussed, and a possible growth mechanism for the CoNi chains has been proposed. The CoNi chains have showed ferromagnetic characteristics with a low M s of 104.1 emu/g and a high H c of 150 Oe at 295 K compared to monodispersed CoNi submicrospheres as a result of their large shape anisotropy. It is expected that the CoNi chains have great prospect in a broad domain of industrial fields.
